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Abstract
We study a diatom ic homonuclear molecule incident upon a potentia l bar­
rier. We allow for transitions among bound states and for molecular break-up 
for a molecule incident upon the barrier in  a bound state. We apply an elegant 
method to  calculate probabilities o f reflection and transmission, in  bound and 
unbound states. In  the numerical work, we use a binding potentia l tha t captures 
the im portant physical features of real potentials and a single delta barrier for the 
potentia l barrier. We showed tha t the probabilities of reflection and transmis­
sion in  unbound states were small compared to  the probabilities o f reflection and 
transmission in  bound states. We also found tha t the probabilities of reflection 
and transmission decrease for large kinetic energies. For a molecule w ith  only 
one bound state, i t  was shown, using two different binding potentials, tha t the 
probabilities o f reflection and transmission in  unbound states were also small. 
We showed tha t an a rb itra rily  weakly-bound molecule w ill break up upon en­
countering a barrier. We also discussed a shortcoming of the results and possible 
resolutions. Suggestions for fu rther studies were also presented.
ii
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1 Introduction
The study o f quantum tunneling has been very exciting and fru itfu l for many years. The 
tunneling o f a single particle through a potentia l barrier has been well studied. These in­
vestigations have led to  explanations for a diverse range of phenomena, such as o-decay, 
cold emission, and superconductivity (Gasiorowicz [1]). Technological advances have allowed 
for direct observations o f quantum tunneling phenomena. For example, Lauhon and Ho [2] 
recently observed the tunneling o f a single hydrogen atom through the potentia l wells tha t 
exist on a copper surface. I t  was found tha t the tunneling rate increased as the metal surface 
reached colder temperatures.
The study of quantum molecular tunneling is a fa ir ly  new research area. Saito and 
Kayanuma [3] analyzed resonance tunneling of a pair o f bound particles incident upon a sin­
gle barrier. The ir studies showed tha t transmission resonances occur for a diatom ic molecule 
incident upon a potentia l barrier. The ir study m ostly involved the ground state of the 
molecule but they also showed tha t transmission is possible for a molecule tha t makes a 
transition  to  another bound state during tunneling. However, they d id not study th is in 
detail. Their method involved separating the center o f mass and relative m otion wave func­
tions, and they used a complicated program to  extract the probabilities.
Pen’kov [4,5] expanded upon th is  analysis by studying the resonant tunneling o f a pair of 
bound particles incident upon more general types of barriers and by presenting a mechanism 
for the resonance structure. Pen’kov wrote out the fu ll Ham iltonian equation for the prob­
lem and solved for the wavefunction using extensive numerical methods. He had to  solve the 
wavefunction for large values of x, which made his work somewhat cumbersome. A lthough 
his method was a brute force one, Pen’kov was successful in  reproducing the results of Saito
1
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and Kayanuma.
Goodvin and Shegelski [6 ] expanded on these works by using a b inding potentia l which 
captured the im portan t physical features of a molecular b inding potentia l. They allowed for 
molecular transitions between bound states during tunneling. Using the method of variable 
reflection/transm ission amplitude, recently developed by Razavy [7], they obtained elegant 
equations for the reflection and transmission coefficients. They studied the tunneling reso­
nances tha t occurred when the molecule was incident on a single delta barrier and a double 
delta barrier. The molecule had two bound states, one deeply bound and one o f higher 
energy. They studied the case o f the molecule incident in  the ground state as well as the 
molecule incident in  the higher energy state. I t  was found tha t the inclusion of the higher 
energy state tended to  decrease the to ta l probab ility  o f tunneling when the molecule was 
incident in the ground state, in  comparison to  the probab ility  o f tunneling in  the absence of 
transitional tunneling. The reason for th is was tha t the energy used in  exciting the molecule 
came at the cost o f decreased kinetic energy of the center of mass o f the molecule. The main 
difference between results obtained using a double delta barrier and a single delta barrier 
was tha t there were additional transmission resonances found for the double delta barrier 
case. They also replaced the delta barrier w ith  a rectangular and gaussian barrier as these 
were more realistic barriers. I t  was shown tha t the results of the delta barrier agreed very 
well w ith  the results obtained using the rectangular and gaussian barriers.
Finally, they presented an explanation for the transmission resonances tha t occurred. 
They used a “ fixed length” approxim ation in  which they treated the length of the molecule 
as being fixed to  gain insights in to  the mechanics of the tunneling problem. They found 
tha t the physical mechanism appears in  the form  of two barriers as seen in  the center of
2
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mass frame (the first barrier re lating to  the “ fron t” o f the molecule encountering the first 
barrier and the second barrier re lating to  the “back” of the molecule encountering the second 
barrier). Complete destructive interference is possible for waves reflected off the firs t and 
second barriers for particu la r energies, resulting in  a completely transm itted wave.
Goodvin and Shegelski [8 ] expanded on the ir work by extending the ir analyses from one 
dimension to  three dimensions. They found tha t there were fewer transmission resonances for 
three-dimensional tunneling than there were for one-dimensional tunneling. Another m ajor 
difference between the three-dimensional and one-dimensional tunneling was the appearance 
in  three dimensions o f an effect sim ilar to  tha t o f the Ramsauer-Townsend effect [1] for a 
molecule in  its ground state incident upon a potentia l barrier.
Lee [9] d id some analysis on tunneling w ith  transitions between bound channels using an 
unrealistic b inding potentia l; the b inding potentia l used did not include a barrier between 
the two separate, atomic potentia l wells, i.e. the two “atoms” had a single, common potentia l 
well. The study showed there were fewer transmission resonances using th is type o f b inding 
potentia l. However, due to  the type of b inding potentia l used, Lee’s study is not applicable 
to  molecular tunneling.
In  th is thesis, we extend th is  field o f research involving molecular tunneling to  allow not 
only for transitions between bound states during tunneling but also for molecular break-up, 
i.e. transitions to  unbound states. The m ain objective in  th is work is to  calculate the prob­
ab ility  of tunneling as a function of energy for th is more complicated system. We derive 
elegant equations for the reflection and transmission coefficients using an extended version of
3
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the method of variable reflection/transm ission amplitude. This method drastically reduces 
the numerical com putation required and thus allows for a more detailed study. We derive 
the equations for the p robab ility  o f transmission and reflection. A  numerical program is used 
to  compute these probabilities.
In  th is thesis, we use a b inding potentia l tha t captures the im portant physical features 
involved in the tunneling o f a molecule. For the potentia l barrier we choose a single delta 
barrier. We find tha t the probabilities o f reflection and transmission in  unbound states are 
small compared to  the probabilities of reflection and transmission in  bound states. The case 
where there is only one deeply bound state and unbound states is also studied using two d if­
ferent binding potentials. The probabilities o f reflection and transmission in  unbound states 
are small in  th is case as well.
I t  is also shown tha t an a rb itra rily  weakly bound molecule w ill break up when incident 
upon a potentia l barrier.
We discuss a shortcoming o f the theory presented in  this thesis, and describe fu rther 
studies based upon work done in  th is thesis.
4
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2 Formulating the Problem
This chapter is devoted to  form ulating the basis o f our tunneling study. Here we describe 
our theoretical model and w rite  out the Ham iltonian for the system. We w ill express the 
model in  terms of what we w ill call the “m ultichannel” Schrodinger equations (Razavy [7]).
2.1 T ransform ing th e  Schrodinger E quation
We begin by deriving the m ultichannel Schrodinger equation. Our model consists o f a 
homonuclear, diatom ic molecule of mass 2m  encountering a general potentia l barrier V (x )  
as illustra ted in  Fig. 1. In  th is work we investigate the case where the molecule is incident 
in  a bound state. The Ham iltonian [1] can be w ritten  as:
where x \  and are the positions of each atom of the molecule, V ( x i )  and V (z2) are the
the binding potentia l for the molecule.
We can rewrite the Ham iltonian in  terms of its  relative and center of mass (CM ) motion:
2m (1)
external potentia l energies o f the two atoms (i.e. the potentia l barrier), and Vq{x \ — x%) is
TT - h 2 ( l  d2 3 2 
H = - — [ - - r —^  +  2 -— :
2m \ 2 d x 2  d£2
) + V ' ( i  +  i d + V ' b - i d + V ' 0 K)  (2 )
where
x  =  — (x,\ + x 2), (3)
is the center o f mass coordinate and
f  =  Xi -  x 2 (4)
5
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Figure 1: A  molecule encountering a general potentia l barrier V (x ) ;  x \  and x 2 m ark the 
positions of atom 1 and atom 2 respectively and x  is the center of mass (CM ) coordinate.
is the relative m otion coordinate.
We w rite  our fu ll wavefunction as
0 0  /"OO
^ ( ^ 0  =  ^ 2 ^ n ( x ) X n ( 0  +  /  dq'l/jg(x)xq{0^
n = 0 d o
(5)
where the bound states are represented by the quantum number n  and the unbound states 
are represented by the quantum number q. For the bound states, r(pn{x) is the wavefunction 
for the center o f mass and we choose Xn(Q  t °  be the eigenfunction for the relative motion. 
For the unbound states, ij)q{x) is the wavefunction for the center o f mass and we choose Xg{0  
to  be the eigenfunction for the relative motion. Our goal for the rest o f th is  chapter is to 
transform  th is problem in to  a workable set o f equations called the “m ultichannel” Schrodinger 
equations.
6
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The Schrodinger equation for ^ (x ,  £) is, using (2) and (5),
(
° °  r o c  \
Y ^ n { x ) x n {  0  +  J  dq^g( x ) x g( 0 j  =
 ^ 0 0  /*oo
^ 2 ^ P n (x )X n (0 +  /  dqipg{x)Xq{0 
. n -to
v n = 0
—h 
2m
I d 2 d2 l  '  00
 ( -  2 -------------
2  <9x2  <9£ 2
+ V | x  +  i e ) + v ( i - i «
+
^  POC
'^2'lpn(x)Xn( 0 +  /  dq^q(x)Xq(0
n= 0
/  ^  , 0 0  \
^ ( 0  ( 5 Z ^n(® )X n ( 0  +  j  dqipq(x)Xq(0 j  ■
(6)
Isolating the relative m otion (terms tha t involve only the relative m otion coordinate) we 
have the general equations for the eigenfunctions Xn(£) and Xq(0-
m  d£ 2 +  Vo(£) X n (0  enXn(Oi (7)
and
h2 ^ 2  
m  d£- 3 H + ^ ( 0 Xq{ 0  =  e, x 9 (0- (8)
Once we pick an appropriate b inding potentia l, Vo(£) (to  be introduced in  chapter 4), we 
can solve equations (7) and (8 ). I f  we are discussing the bound states, we can solve equation 
(7) for the bound, relative-m otion eigenfunctions X n (0  and the respective b inding energy 
eigenvalues en. S im ilarly, i f  we are discussing unbound states, we can solve equation (8 ) 
for the unbound, relative-m otion eigenfunctions x « ( 0  and here we have a continuous energy 
spectrum eq. Later we w ill see tha t eq =  w ith  q >  0.
7
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Combining (6 ), (7) and (8 ) gives
/  00 p o o  \
£  ( X ^ n (z )X n (£ )  +  J^ dqi/)q(x)Xq{0 J =
OO
E
72=0 
poo
+  dq 
Jo
h2 d2
4m d x 1 n 
tv2 d2
4 m dx 2
+  e.
+E
/Jo
n = 0 
00
+  /  dq
i ’n (x)X n{0  
M X)Xq(Z)
*Pn(x)Xn(0 
M X)Xq(0-
M u ltip ly  (9) by XmiO  an<^  integrate over a ll £ to  get
(9)
E
00 p o c  poo poo  \
J 2 ^ n ( x )  /  d£Xm(0 Xn(0 +  /  rf# g(x) /  d£Xm(£)X«(£) I =
,^—n «/-oo «/0 J  —00 J
/ OO
d^X*mi0Xn(0
■00
/ OO d^XmiOXqi 0
■00
Using
and
E
72=0 
poo
+  dq 
Jo
h2 d2
Am d x 2 6"  
h2 d 2
4m d x 2 9
+
^  /» 0 0
/ d£
n =0
/»oo /»oo
/ dqipq(x) /  d£
J 0  J —00
r  | *  +  i « ) + 1/ ( *  -  i £  
V [ x  +  i f ) + r ( i - i f
Xm (0Xn(£)
Xm(0 X9 (0 -
fJ  — c <*fXmK)X n (f)  =  <Sm»
=  0 ,
8
(10)
(11)
(12)
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we can w rite  ( 1 0 ) as:
Etpm(x) =
h2 d2
+  er ' ip m (x )
w  poo
^ 2 ipn ( x )  /  d £
  n  *J —
4m dx 2
OO
+ '
n=0
poo p
+  /  dqipq{x) / d£
JO J —oo
-OO
r»oo
V | x + l ? ) + v ( x - l « )  
v ( x  +  l { ) + v ( x - l { '
X m ( 0 X n ( 0
X m (0X 9 (0 -
Sim ilarly, by m u ltip ly ing  (9) by X*/(£) and in tegrating over all £ we get
Elpg>(x) =
K2 d2
Am dx2
OO
M x )
^  poo
^ 2 ^ n(x) /  d£
~ _ n  J — OO71=0
poo  poo
+  /  dqipg(x) /  d£ 
J  0 J —oo
v p  +  i « ) + v ( x - l f X M 0 Xn ( 0
xM 0 x?(0 .
where above we used
/ OO d£Xq'(0Xq(0  =  <5(9 -  9')-
•OO
We next define the following:
2  _  4m
m — ( em)>
, o 4m . „  
kq =  - j p ( E  — eq),
bn? (*e)
4m /,°°[  d £
J  — oo
I7_>
Xm(0 Xn(0 ’
X m ( 0 X g ( Z ) ,
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and
Wq>q(x) =  ^  J  V  (^X +  ^  + V  ( x -  ^  X*q' ( 0 x q ( 0 - (2 0)
We refer to the terms in  (18)-(20) as the effective potentials. We can w rite  (13) and (14) 
respectively as
/  d \  0 0  r°°
\^dx^ ^m)  ^ ^  ] ^m n(^)^n(^) J  dqUmq(x )^  q{x) 0 , (2 1 )
n = 0
and
OO(d \   ^  ^ /*oo—  +  k ^ J  tpg'ix) -  Y ^ U q 'n ix ^ n ix )  -  J  dqw q, q{x ) i)  q(x) =  0. (22)
Switching labels (n  —> m ,m  —> n, g —> g', g' —> g) gives
d  \  00 /-oo
—  +  A:^J ^ n(x) -  ^ 2  b m W i ( i )  -  J  dq'unqi(x ) ‘ipqi(x ) =  0, (23)
m = 0
and
/ d  \  r ° °
\ d x 2 +  V  ~~ _  J d ^ w qql{x)il)ql{x) =  0 . (24)
We refer to equations (23) and (24) as the m ultichannel Schrodinger equations. The solutions 
to  these two equations are given in  the next chapter. In  the next chapter we use an effective 
method of obtaining the probabilities o f transmission and reflection using the solutions of 
(23) and (24).
2.2 Sum m ary
In  essence, we have separated a two-particle system in to  two single-particle systems: one 
consisting o f the CM  m otion and one o f relative motion. We then expressed the problem in  
the form  of two m ultichannel Schrodinger equations, (23) and (24).
10
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3 M ethod of Variable Reflection and Transmission Am­
plitudes
In  th is chapter we introduce the form al solutions to  the m ultichannel Schrodinger equations 
and then develop an adapted version of the orig inal method of variable reflection and trans­
mission, developed by Razavy [7], to  obtain equations for the reflection and transmission 
coefficients. The version of th is method developed in  th is thesis is adapted to  include un­
bound states. Equations for the probabilities of transmission and reflection associated w ith  
th is tunneling problem are also derived near the end o f the chapter.
3.1 T h e Form al S o lu tion s o f  th e  M u ltich an n el Schrodinger Equa-
In  th is section we derive the form al solutions to  the multichannel Schrodinger equations. 
We then use the method of variable reflection and transmission amplitudes to  obtain the
com putation needed in  order to  solve for the reflection and transmission coefficients.
The formal solution of (23) is
tion s
reflection and transmission coefficients. This method significantly reduces the amount of
(25)
11
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The form al solution o f (24) is
-| OO /»00
'lPqi{x ) =  T p r  ^ 2  /  dx'elkqlx- x' luqm(x’ )ipmi(x')
poo poo
/  dq' dx'elkq\x~x' lwqq’ ( x ' ) ^ q/i(x'). (26) 
J 0  J —oo
1
+  XT2ikq
I t  is straightforward to  verify tha t (25) and (26) are solutions. These solutions are of the 
form  of Green’s functions and were obtained using the technique o f variation of parameters 
(Boyce and D iP rim a [10]). We introduce the subscript i  in  order to  be clear tha t the molecule 
is incoming in  the bound state i  and outgoing in  either a bound state n  or an unbound state
q-
Equations (25) and (26) w ill next be used to  derive expressions for the reflection and trans­
mission coefficients. We begin by w ritin g  (25) as
•j 00 r x
i>ni{x) =  elknXSni +  — -  /  dx'elkn{x~x')vnm(x')'iprni(x')
n  m = 0  d —00
1 00 poo
+  o l T  S  /  dx'e~lkn{x~X,)Vnm(x ') i )mi(x')
1 71 m = 0  x  
1 poo p x
+  — -  dq' dx'elkn{x~x,)unql(x')tjjqH(x')
2i k n  J o  J - 0 0
-| poo  poo
—  dq' dx'e~tkn{x~x,)unq/(x')ipq/i(x'). (27) 
Jo J x2 ikr,
Sim ilarly we w rite  (26) as
4 00 pX
=  XTIT ^ 2  /  dx'elkq{x~x,)uqm(x')'ipmi(x')
TO =0 d — OO
1 OO poo
+  XTTT ^ 2  /  dx'e~%kq{x~x,)uqrn{x ') i)mi(x')
ZlK;1 m= 0  Jx
1 r x
+  ——  /  dq' dx'elkq{x~x,)wqq>(x')tpqH(x')
JO  J - 00
1 / “ OC poo
+  ——  /  dq' J dx'e~lkq{x~x')wqg'(x')'ipq>i (x'). (28) 
£lrujl Jo JX
12
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We next derive the equations for the reflection coefficients Rni and R qi as well as the trans­
mission coefficients Tni and Tqi. The behaviour of (27) in  the lim it as x  —> —oo is:
-i 00 poo
lim  i/Jnijx) =  elknX5ni +  7TTTe~lknX ^  /  dx'elknX'vnm(x ') ^ mi(x')
&  * ^ iX lX ir )  J  rsr\71 m=0 J
-1 poo poo
+  — ,- e ~ lknX dq' dx'e%knX'u nq,{x')i>qli{x')
^ i r C j l  J o  J — OO
=  eiknX8ni +  e~ik"xR nU (29)
where we define Rni by
1 00 poo
Rni =  XTTT ^ 2  /  dx'elknX>V nm ix '^m iix ')
m_n J —00
1 poo poo
— — /  dq' /  dx'elknX'unq/(x')'ipq>i (x'). (30)
J o J ^
Similarly, from  (28) we obtain
=0 J
+
lim  i )qi(x) =  7 - 7- e
J OO
x->-oc qiy 1 2ik,
— ik q X
_ poo
^ 2  /  dx'elkqX'u qrn(x')'il>mi(x')
  n  J - O O<? m=0 —00
00 /»oo
_|_ c~ikax
2ikq
poo po
/  dq' /  dx'e%kqX'W qq'tx '^q 'iix ')
J 0  J —00
=  e~ikqXRqi, (31)
where we define Rqi by
-j 00 /»00
^  -  oTT ^ 2  /  dx'elkqX'u qm(x ') ^ mi( x )
 n J -0 0
1 /»oc /»oo
2Ak J  d q J  d x 'e ^ 'w q q ^ x '^ q ' i t x ' ) .  (32)
^  m = 0  —00
^ 0 0 *
+
13
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where
Tni — 3ni T
1 _ poo
—  /  dx'e~lknX'vnm{x ') i)mi{T )
71 m=0^-°°
1 ro c  r oo
+ ——  /  dq' dx 'e ^b ^ 'u n q ^x '^q ' i^ x ') .  (34)
t& K ’n  JO  J —oo
Finally, from  (28):
-j 00 /*OC
lim  ^ 9 »(®) =  ^ r r elkqX ^  /  dx'e~lkqX'u qm(x')'ipmi(x')
•E *OQ Z l r C n  J  rss~\‘J m=0 —
1 /* ° °  rOC
+  —— elfc«x /  dq' dx'e~%kqX'wqql(x')^q>i(x')
J o J —oo
=  eikqXTqU (35)
where
-j 00 /*oo
=  T^TT X ]  /  dx'e~lkqX>uqm{x')i>mi{x')
ZlK<l m=0 J -°°
1 /» 0 0  /» 0 0
+  —— /  dq' dx'e~lkqX'Wqq^x'^q'i^x'). (36)
JO  J - o o
The lim its  o f tpni(x )  take the form  of an incident and reflected wave to  the le ft of the barrier 
and a transm itted wave to  the righ t of the barrier. The lim its  o f tpqi ( x ) take the form  of 
only a reflected wave to  the le ft o f the barrier and a transm itted wave to  the righ t o f the 
barrier. Notice there is no incident wave for V v (x ) because the problem was constructed w ith
14
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the molecule incident in  a bound state. To be clear, denotes the reflection coefficient 
describing the particle incoming in  a bound state i  and reflecting in  the bound state n. 
R qi denotes the reflection coefficient describing the particle incoming in  a bound state i  
and reflecting in  the unbound state q. Tni and Tqi denote, respectively, the transmission 
coefficients for the particle incident in  a bound state i  and transm itted in  a bound state n  
or an unbound state q.
I t  is simpler to  use the method of variable reflection and transmission am plitude to 
calculate the coefficients than i t  is to  d irectly  calculate them from  (25) and (26). Not only 
is it  an extremely elegant method of obtaining the reflection and transmission coefficients, 
but i t  also drastically reduces the amount o f numerical com putation required. We begin by 
defining the following cut-o ff potentials:
vnm{y ,x )  =  vnm(x)9(x  -  y), (37)
unq{y ,x )  =  unq( x ) 9 ( x - y ) ,  (38)
Wqq'{y,x) =  wqq: ( x ) 9 ( x - y ) 1 (39)
where
/
0 , x  <  y,
9(x  - ? / ) = <  (40)
1 , x  >  y.
The purpose o f in troducing the cut-o ff potentials is to  obtain equations for the reflection and 
transmission in  terms of a new variable y. The details o f how th is  y dependence is used to 
create four sets of coupled differentia l equations tha t can be solved to  find Rni, R qi, Tni, and 
Tqi are given throughout the remainder o f th is section.
The formal solution to  the m ultichannel Schrodinger equations (23) and (24) using these
15
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cut-off potentials have the same form as the solutions given in (25) and (26) and they are:
-j 00 /»00
ipni(y, x) =  elknX8ni +  — — ^ 2  /  dx'elknlx~x' lvnm(x')tl;mi(y, x ')
1 n m = 0  Jy
1 rOC rOC
+  — -  dq' dx'elknlx- x' lung/(x')'ipgli(y ,x ') ,  (41)
4 'l'fcn JO  J y
and
1 _ _ r°°
M y , x )  =  7T7T- ^ 2  /  d x ' c ^ ^ U q m t x ' t y m i i y t X 1)
AlKi m=o J y
1 roc roc
+  2W  J  dq> J  d x ' elkqlX~X' lwQQ'(X' )^Q' i (y^X')- (42)
Sim ilar to how ipmi(x )  and t /v ( x ) are solutions to  (23) and (24), ipmi{y ,x )  and i8qi ( y ,x )  are 
the solutions to  (23) and (24) respectively when the effective potentials are replaced by the ir 
cut-o ff potentials.
Next we define the variable reflection and transmission coefficients, which are functions 
of y. The definitions are sim ilar to  (30), (32), (34), and (36):
1 OO /»OC
Rni{v) =  7C7T ^ 2  /  dx'elknX'vnm{x')il)mi(y ,x ')
l%Kn m= 0  Jy
-1 roc r 00
+  - —  /  dq’ dx'elknX'u nq’ (x')'il)q/i(y ,x ') ,  (43) 
Jo Jy
1 _ _ r°°
Rqi{y) =  7CTT ^ 2  /  dx'elkqX'u qm{x')ipmi(y ,x ')
 nJy
1 roc roc
2 i k  J  d<1' j  d x ' eikqX' w m, (x ')'lPq,i ( y i x ' ) i  (44)
q m=0 y
p o p
+
1 ^  roc
Tni(y) =  s n i + —— /  dx'e~tknX'vnm{x')ipmi{y, x ')
1 roc r 00
—  dq' dx,e~lknX'unq'(x')il>q' i (y ,x ') ,  (45) 
tKn Jo Jy
m=o y
p o c
+
2  ik,
16
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and
-j 00 roo
Tqi(y) =  ~cyhT Y 2  /  dx'e~lkqX'Uqmix’^ m i i y , ^ )
A lK <i m = 0J V
-j ro c  ro c
+  2 i k  J  d q J  d x > e ~ lkqX' w m ' <yx ' ) ^ < i ' i { y ^ x ' ) - (46)
We call the terms in  (43)-(46) the variable reflection and transmission coefficients because 
they depend on y.
Next we take the derivatives o f (41) and (42)
dipni{y ,x )  1
d y  2i k n ^ elknix y)
y  n m = 0
1 r ° °
J  dqle%kni'x- y)unq'(y)ipqli(y , y)
- L  r # r dx'e^-^{x')dJ!^l, (47) 
!*fcn Jo Jv dv
2  i k n
2 i k n
and
^ d y   ^ ~  2 ik q % elkq{x v)u^ y ) ^ i ( y , y )
m = 0
00
d v
1 r ° °
~ 2 I T J 0
1
+ i  [« r  m ■ <48)2  i k q
The absolute values were dropped in  the terms involving (x — y) due to  the constraints 
introduced in  (40). These constraints state tha t y must be less than or equal to  x  in  order 
for the cut-o ff potentials to  be nonzero. I t  is useful to  w rite  the following two equations, 
which are easily obtained from  comparing (41) to  (43) and (42) to  (44), because they w ill be
17
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used on page 23:
M v ,  V) =  eikny5ni +  e~ik^ R ni(y), (49)
and
M v >  y ) =  e~lkgVRqi(y)-  (50)
For both  (47) and (48), replace i  by j  and m u ltip ly  by the square m a trix  Bjn>(y), which we
w ill define shortly, and sum over j :
OO OOf t  I ( \  1X  nJQ y , X  B M v )  =  ~ 2^ -  X eikniX~V)vnm{y ) X y ) B jn ' { y )
j =  0 y  n m = 0 j = 0
Z l K n m = 0 J y j = 0 V
-j poo  00
~  2~ T  /  d y ' e t kn (x~ v ) u n q ' ( y ) X y ) B j n > ( y )
n j =o
+2 ^  r d x ' e ik" ,,:~ ‘ ' ' u «<' me (</), (5i)
and
LXJ r \  j / \ - ou OO
X —q3Q y X  B 3 * ' ( y )  =  ~ ^ r X e lkq{x~ v ) u qm ( y ) ^ 2 M ( y ^ y ) B j n ' { y )
+ 4  E [  E d- ^ B M y)
q m = o  y j =o y
-1 poo 00
~ 2 l k q J 0 d ^ e%kq{x~ v ) w m ^ y ) X M ( y > y ) B j n ’ ( y )
+ 2b , r  H  E (52)
18
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Next we define B j n>(y) by the equations:
^  OO OO
'tpm j (■y , y ) B j n > {y )
71 m=0 j =0
r»oo1 /  ^
~~ mT /  dct e~lknVum ' (V) X ] (2/. y)5j»' (if)n Jo -=Q
&nn' j
and
OO OO
- L W e  y'l/'mj( v , y ) B j „ ' ( y )
2,k1 s ,
1 r°°
- 7 T /  dq'e- ik<’vwqq/( y ) ^ 2 ^ j { y ,y )B jn>(y)
JlrCq JO j = Q
=  0 .
Using (53) and (54) in  (51) and (52) gives
g  a M ^ ) Bjn, {y) =  K n ,
+ 2 ^ e  r  e
m=0 ■'3' i=0 ° y
+  ^ k T d9'/ ” E ai/'a'^ ’X'>flj„,(y),
and
OOs r ^ d ^ qj(y ,x )  D
 f a — ^ M J / ) -
j=o y
Q m = 0  y j =0
+  A l  dq' I y
19
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Comparing (55) and (56) with the formal solutions (41) and (42), we see that
i=o
and
^ d t p n j (y ,x )  0  / A ^
/  y q B j n> (y) — ipnn>{y, x),
E dxpqj{y ,x ) Q Bjn ' iy )  =  1pqn'{y,X)-
3 = 0  V
Next m u ltip ly  (57) and (58) by the inverse B~}-{y) and sum over n! to  obtain:
OO OO j  /  \  OO
Y J 'tP n n ' ( y , x ) B - , ) ( y )  =  X  ^ B r n ' { y ) B ~ ] { y )
n '—O
d y
^  di l jn f ( y : x )
=  L  -  ■ 8 y  -  S?>
j = 0  y
= dij jn j ( y , x )  
d y
and
J 2 ^ q n ’ ( y , x ) B n l1j { y )  =  q3' ’ B j ' n '  (y )B n,) (y)
r i = 0  j ' = 0  y n '= 0
E dil>qj>(y,x) 
dy Sjl>j '=0 y
dxpqj{y,x)
dy
Switching labels (n —> m)  in  (61) gives
< t y m j ( y , x )^ 2 ^ m n ' ( y , x ) B n,1j (y) =
dy
n  = 0  y
and switching labels (q —> q') in  (64) gives
E l l  \T>-\< \ d ^q’j ( y ^ X) i )qW{ y ,x ) B n,j {y) =  i - ------ .
n>=o y
We w ill focus on calculations for R ni and Rqi, as the calculations Trn and Tqi 
These coefficients are needed to  calculate the probabilities of tunneling.
20
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(57)
(58)
(59)
(60) 
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66) 
are sim ilar.
To proceed we take both  (43) and (44) and m u ltip ly  by (y) and sum over i  to  obtain
OO OO /*oo OO
Y R n i ( y ) B ^ ( y )  =  — — Y  /  dx'elknX>vnm{x') Y $ m i { y , x ' ) B ; 2 { y )  
i=0 lK n  m = 0  Jy i = 0
•j poo  poo  ° °
+  ^ —  /  dq' dx'elknX'unqi { x ' ) ^ 2 i } qli{y,x' )Br-2{y),  (67)
' Tt J  0 w y ___________________________•_/■»
and
>_AJ ^ n  OO LAJ
^ ^ ( y ) ^ 1^ )  =  —— /  elfc^ 'n 9m(x,) ^ ^ m i ( ? / , a : ' ) ^ 1(?/)dx/
i= 0  q m = 0  y  i= 0
1 /-oo /»oo °°
+  — 7 /  dq’ dx'e’^ ' w g g ^ x ^ ^ i j g H i y ^ x ^ B ^ i y ) .  (6 8 ) 
‘Mg J 0 J y ,=Q
Using (65) and (6 6 ) we can take (67) and (6 8 ) fu rther to  get:
f X » ) B 5 ‘ (* )  = 2 ^ E
i= 0  m = 0 J y  ^
2  ik,
and
^  j T V  J ° °  dx'e, l ^ u n,. ( s ' ) ^ , (69)
= ^ E
Next we must find B~}-{y). Take (53) and m u ltip ly  by B~}j,(y) and sum over n':
. . O O  OO OO
_ _  ^  e~tknVvnm(y) Y  i>rnj{y, y ) B i A y ) B ^ j ' h i )
n  m = 0  j = 0  n '=  0
oo 1 /»oo 0 0
^  2 a^T /  d(i'e~tknyUn<i' (y> y) XI B^ n' ^ Bnh>(y)
j = 0 n  n '= 0
=  X^<5nn'5n,J,(j/), (71)
n '= 0
21
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which becomes
- OO OO
B n f(y )  =  - ^ T T  Y 1  e~lknVvn m { . y ) ^ ^ m A y , y ) ^ j ’
n m=0 j =0
00 i r ° °
J0 dqle - lknVunq, {y ) i jq,j (y,y)S^
Sim plify ing gives
1 OO
B n f ( y )  =  H  e~lknVvnm{y)?Pmf{y, ?/)
% 71 m=0
1 r ° °
—  /  dq 'e ' lknVunq/(y)iljq/r(y,y).  
tfcn Jo2  i k r
Now differentiate equations (43) and (44) to  get
d R m ( y )  1  y -  r d x ' j k n X ' f z x d v u ^ y )
dy ~ 2 z k n ^ 0Jy Vnm[X) dy
-  OO
-  ^ 7 7  Y 1  elknVvnm{y)^mi{y, y)
2  i k nn m= 0
1  z* 0 0
~ ^ T T  dq'etknyunq' ( y ) ^ q/i(y,y) ,
Jo
22
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and
^  -  5 T  £dy 2ikq ^ QJy dy
1 OO
-  2^ - X I elkqyuim { y ) ^ m i { y ,  y)
Q m = 0
+ _ ^  r a j  j ^ dM y ^ x>)
poo  poo
2i k j 0 dq' l  a ,v<7 a 0 J y
r»00
1  z* 0 0
2  i k  l  dQlelkqVwqq'(y)^q'i(yiy)-
Next we use (49), (50) and (69) in  (74) to  get: 
dRni{y)
du
y  j = o
1 OO
— e ^ y  vnm{y) [eikmySmi +  e~ik™VRv
2  i kn m= 0
1 7°°
-  x t t~ e lknV /  dq'unql(y)e~ik^ yR qli(y).
JO
S im ilarly we use (49), (50), and (70) in  (75) to  get: 
dR qi{y)
=  ^ Z Rqj{y)B n \ y )dy  .y j =o
1
-e
(75)
(76)
2ikq
y m = 0
i r ° °
-  S r e“'’ / o d q ' w ^ y y - ^ v R ^ y ) .
(77)
Again using (49) and (50), and substitu ting (73) in to  both  (76) and (77) we get the final
23
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equations containing Rni(y) and R qi(y):
dR ni(y )
OO OO 1= " E E [ e ikm V $rm  +  e ~ ik ^  R mi(y)} [eik^S nj +  e~ik^ R nj
dy ^  ■“  2 ik ,y -=o m=o ■>
0 0  I  1*00E 7 T  / d q ' u ^ e - ^ R , , ,(y),
j = 0  ■?' <'°
dRqijy)
dy ^ ' t Jn~~qJX* ' 2ik3m = 0 j = 0
OO.. 
£  uqm(y) [eikmy5mi +
9 m = 0
0 0  -j />ooE I  d M y y - ^ R M
poo
/  dq'wgql(y)e~lki ' vR qfi{y).
Jo
1 /*
 A M
2 zA:g
(78)
(79)
A  sim ilar calculation is done for the differentia l equations involving the transmission coeffi­
cients Tni and Tqi and those equations are as follows:
^ f!p  = " E  E  r „ i ( y ) - U - “ i< V ( ! , )  [e“ "»<5rai +  e - ^ 'J ^ i t ! , ) ]
J  j = 0 m = 0 J
00 I  /-oo
- Y T^ ) ~ 2 d y u u (y ) e - ^ R ^ f y ) ,
(80)
24
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and
dT^  =  - Y Y t  -(y) —  
dy q ^ ik j
" E E  TM ^ r e - ^ yvj m (y) [elkmy5mi + e - ^ R mi{y) \  
j =0 m—0
- oo
— e - ih«« ^  u im (y )  [eikmySmi + e~ik~ y R m i (y) \
q m= 0
00 1 /*oo
E  T« M  2 1 ^ " “ ’ ”  I  <*i
/»oo
/  dq'wqq:(y)e~lko,yR q/i(y).
Jo
1 r°o
- 2  ik„y
2  i k q
(81)
Here we have our finalized forms for the equations involving the variable reflection and trans­
mission coefficients. They take the form  of a set o f firs t order nonlinear coupled differentia l 
equations. The equations themselves are dependent on three variables: the in it ia l energy, 
the unbound quantum number q, and the introduced variable y. The boundary conditions 
for the Rni and Tni are obtained, respectively, by comparing (30) w ith  (43) and (32) w ith  
(44). The boundary conditions for the R qi and Tqi are obtained, respectively, by comparing 
(34) w ith  (45) and (36) w ith  (46). The boundary conditions are given here:
Rni(y -> 0 0 ) =  0 , Rm(y ► Oo) Rnii (82)
T„i{y -► Oo) $ nil Tni{y - O O ) Tnii (83)
Rqi {y ~-> 0 0 ) =  0 , Rqi{y * Oo) Rqii (84)
Tqi(y - -> 0 0 ) =  0, and Tqi(y - - 0 0 ) =  Tqi. (85)
W ith  these boundary conditions we can solve (78)-(81), in  the lim it y —► —0 0 , for the 
reflection and transmission coefficients Rni, Tm, R qi and Tqi. Upon expansion o f equations
(78) through to  (81) we see there is a large set o f coupled differential equations tha t need
25
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to  be solved. I f  we let our energy surpass the c ritica l energy (in which the molecule has the 
capability o f breaking up) then we have a continuous set of coupled differentia l equations 
involving Rqi and Tqi due to  the continuous nature of the quantum  number q. In  order 
to  calculate the integrals involved in  the equations, we need to  select a large number o f q 
values which leads to  a large set of equations tha t need to  be solved, one for each q value. 
A  complicated program is required to  calculate these terms accurately for even the smallest 
energy range above the c ritica l energy. The results from  the computer program are given in 
chapter 4.
3.2 P rob ab ility  C alcu lation s
I t  is convenient at th is point to  introduce the defin ition o f the indices tha t w ill be used in 
th is thesis. We designate the even states by positive even integers beginning w ith  the ground 
state symbolized w ith  an n =  0 index. The higher energy, even bound states, or excited 
states, are symbolized sequentially as n  =  2 ,4 , 6 ,... The odd states are represented by the 
positive odd integers, beginning w ith  the lowest energy state, n  =  1. The higher energy, odd 
states are symbolized as n  =  3, 5, 7,...
The reflection and transmission coefficients describe a ll the possible ways a molecule can 
be reflected and transm itted. I f  we are discussing a system tha t has only even pa rity  then, for 
example, T20 is the transmission coefficient for when the molecule is incident in  the state “ 0 ” , 
the ground state, and is transm itted in  the excited state “ 2 ” . The reflection coefficient, Rq2 is 
for when the molecule is incident in  the excited state “ 2 ” and reflected in  the unbound state 
q, i.e. the molecule breaks up upon reflection. We would like to  obtain summation formulas
26
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for the to ta l probabilities of transmission and reflection of the molecule upon encountering 
the barrier. These p robab ility  calculations are fa ir ly  straightforward. For a molecule incident 
in  the bound state Xi we have
OO /*O C
=  $ ^ n i( a ; ) X n ( 0  +  /  i p q i ( x )X q { t ) d q .  (86)
n=0 do
I f  we take the lim it  x —> —oo of (8 6 ) we get, using (29) and (31):
0 0  N m a x
lim  * ( ( * ,  0  =  T  (e‘*” *Sni +  * „ (« )  +  /  R ,iX, ( i ) ^  («?)
x —►—oo «■
n=0 1/0
where gmax is the m aximum value o f q allowed for a given in it ia l energy. The probab ility  
am plitude tha t the state \Eq(x,£) w ill be in  the bound state \ j  upon reflection is given by
( x i ( 0 l ^ ( ^ 0 )  =
0° poo
n=0 J - 0 0
PQm a x  /•O O
+  /  dqe~ikqXR qi /  ^ ( O x ^ O  
J  0 J —00
00
=  Y  (eiknXSni +  e - ik"xRni) Sjn
71=0
where (11) and (12) were used. Equation (8 8 ) represents two waves in  the x  —> — 0 0  lim it.
One is an incident wave w ith  wavenumber k{ traveling to  the right, and the other is a reflected
wave w ith  wavenumber k3 traveling to  the left. The incident flux [1] is
foki , ,
Ji =  — , 89m
and the magnitude o f the reflected flux  is:
f r k i . _ ,9 „ ,
3Rji =  ~ ^ \ R j i \  ■ (90)
27
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Note tha t both  k i and k3 are positive. The p robab ility  tha t a molecule incident in  the bound
state i  is reflected in  a bound state j  is
p«,, =  ? f  =  h i * *  i2. p i )
Ji Ki
The to ta l p robab ility  tha t the molecule is reflected in  any o f the bound states is
P m  =  Y . 3jf = Y .  f \ Rp \2’ (92>
i Ji j  Ki
where the sum is over a ll bound states j .
The probab ility  am plitude tha t the state £) w ill be in  the unbound state Xg' upon
reflection is given by
oo /»oo
Y ,  /  d ix 'A Q X n t t )
n = 0
pQmax pOO
+  /  dqe~ikqXR qi /
JO J —oo
pQ  m a x
=  /  dqe~ikgXRqi5(q' -  q)
Jo
_  e~ ikq,x Rg'i• (93)
This shows tha t the magnitude of the reflected flux  per un it wavenumber for an unbound 
state is
j R„  =  (94)m
The p robab ility  tha t the molecule w ill be reflected in  any unbound state Xg w ith in  dq o f q
is:
dpRqi , ddi 0  ^  q qmax■ (95)Ki
28
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The to ta l probab ility  tha t the molecule (when incident in  the bound state i )  w ill be reflected 
in  any unbound state is
I* Q m a x
PRui =  /  d q -^ - \R q i\2. (96)
JO
A  sim ilar calculation for transmission shows tha t the to ta l p robab ility  o f transmission in  
a bound state of a molecule incident in  the bound state i  is
p m  =  ~ ~ =  (97)
3 J i  j  1
and the to ta l probab ility  o f transmission in  an unbound state is
pQm&x 1L
PTui =  /  d q -^ - \T q i\2. (98)
Jo Ki
The to ta l p robab ility  o f reflection o f a molecule incident in  the bound state i  is therefore
PRi PRbi T  PRui • (99)
The to ta l probab ility  of transmission of a molecule incident in the bound state i  is
PTi =  PTbi +  P T u i■ (100)
We must have tha t
PTi +  PRi =  1- (101)
In  the next chapter we examine the effects of the tunneling o f a molecule through a po­
ten tia l barrier, where the molecule can make transitions between bound states and unbound 
states. We also discuss the numerical work tha t was involved in  obtaining the results.
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3.3  Sum m ary
In  th is chapter we solved the m ultichannel Schrodinger equation and then used an elegant 
method to  present solvable equations for the reflection and transmission coefficients. This 
method reduces the amount o f numerical com putation required. We also derived the equa­
tions for the p robab ility  o f tunneling.
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4 Tunneling of a Molecule Incident Upon a Potential
Barrier
In  th is chapter we introduce an idealised but acceptable binding potentia l. This allows us to  
solve for the exact eigenstates o f the relative motion. The use of exact eigenstates drastically 
reduces the numerical work. We calculate the probabilities of transmission and reflection for 
the molecule incident upon a single delta barrier and present the results. We also discuss 
the numerical techniques used in  solving th is problem.
4.1 T h e B in d in g  P o ten tia l
The binding potentia l used here is given by:
^ 0 ,
-o'1V
W
1
0 , —b < £ < —a
no =  - Vi , —a <  £ <  a,
0 , a <  £ <  b,
U0, Z > b ,
The potentia l is shown in Figure 2.
(102)
This potentia l allows for exact analytical expressions for the eigenstates Xn(Q and Xq(0-  
Using these expressions in  the numerical work vastly reduces the amount o f numerical cal­
culation, which in  tu rn  allows for greater numerical accuracy and more extensive results. 
This one dimensional potentia l captures the m ain features of a more realistic 3-D potentia l
31
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Vi
Vo
—b —a a b
Figure 2: Shown here is the b inding potentia l used in  calculating the relative m otion eigen­
functions for a homonuclear diatom ic molecule. Note tha t 0 <  Vo <  Vi.
(Gasiorowicz [1]).
In  the numerical work, the only states we analyze are the even bound states because the 
energies of the even and odd bound states are very close. For the unbound states the energy 
is continuous for both  the odd or even states so we w ill trea t only the even states from  here 
on in. This is acceptable due to  the conservation o f parity: even states couple to  even states, 
as odd states couple to  odd states. The fact tha t there is no even and odd coupling is shown 
exp lic itly  on page 34.
Using the potentia l given in  (102), the even bound relative m otion eigenstates are easily 
solved for and are as follows
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A  exp(pn£). £ <  -b ,
Bcos(qn£,) +  Csin(qn£), - b  <  £ <  - a ,
X n ( 0  < £)cosh(sn^), -a <  £ <  a, (103)
Bcos(qn£) — Csm(qn£), a <  £ <  b,
A e x p ( - p n£), £ > b ,
where
777
P n  =  ^ ( ^ o - e „ ) ,  (104)
777
Ql =  J~2en, (105)
and
777
s2n =  - ^ ( V l - e n). (106)
The calculations for the coefficients in  (103) are lengthy and the ir expressions are given 
in  the appendix.
The eigenvalue conditions for the even bound state solutions are easily obtained and are 
given by
sn ,  w  \ 9 n tan  [qn( b -  a ) } - p n
—  tanh(s„a ) =  —  r — -------- r r -   (107
qn Pn tan [qn(b — a)\ +  qn
For th is potentia l, the unbound eigenstates are also easily obtained and are given by
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exp(ip£) +  r 0  exp(—ip£), e < - 6 ,
exp(iqg) +  n  exp(~iq£), —b < £ <  —a
C0 exp(is£) +  C0 exp(~is£), —a <  £ <  a,
n  exp(iq£) +  t i  exp(~iq£), a <  £ <  b,
r 0 exp(ip£) +  exp( - ip£ ) , t > b ,
(108)
where
m
P2 =  eq - V 0), (109)
9  m  ,
Q =  (HO)
and
7T)
s2 =  ¥ (eg - V 1). ( I l l )
The calculations for the coefficients of the unbound states and the ir expressions are also
given in  the appendix.
W ith  the binding potentia l parameters chosen carefully, we can obtain two even bound 
states, one o f which is a deeply bound state and the other a higher energy bound state. 
There are actually 4 bound states (even and odd deeply bound states and even and odd 
higher energy bound states) but as noted previously, the ir energies are extremely close.
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4.2  T h e E ffective  P o ten tia l for a  D e lta  Barrier
Recall equation (18), given here again for convenience w ith  labels switched, i.e. n  —> m  and
Vnm{x)  =  w f - o o dt  [F  (X +  K )  +  V  ( X ~  sO ] X n (0 *m (0 -  (18)
I f  we take V ( x ±  |£ )  =  AS(x ±  |£ )  and let ^  =  z then vnm(x) becomes:
8 mA
Vnm{x) =  J  dz[6{x +  z) +  S(x -  z)]x*n(2z)Xm(2z) (112)
8mA [ x *n { -2x )xm(-2x )  +  X*n{2x)Xm(2x)} (113)K2
8 mA
where in  the last step we used x m(—£) — (—l ) mX™(£)- We see from  (114) tha t, as expected, 
there is no even-odd coupling. S im ilar calculations show tha t there is no even-odd coupling
for unq'{x)  and wqq>(x). We next give the effective potentials involving even states only, as
th is  is the pa rity  used in  our analysis:
16?nA
Xnm(x) =  — y;n(2a:)ym(2x), (115)
1 fi?T7 A
Unq'(x)  =  - ^ - X * n ( 2 x ) x q’ ( 2x ) ,  (116)
and
1 filTl \
w qq>(x )  =  — - x * q( 2 x ) x A 2 x ) .  (117)n 2  ^
We next introduce the dimensionless variables to  be used in  the numerical work:
X  ~ _ 2 T ^
x  , k ku, vnm a vnm, A =  —T", (118)
a avo
E  r en £ eq lm V 0 V\
F - v o ' f ' = i - f ' = \ < 119>
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The following numerical values are used from  here on in:
/ i  =  .2738, h  =  .9697, g =  15, JV =  5, -  =  1.3, A =  .01. (120)
a
These choices were not a ll to ta lly  a rb itra ry  as they have to  satisfy the eigenvalue conditions.
They are also chosen so as to  allow for the four bound states (two even and two odd bound
states) desired.
Before we discuss the numerical work, i t  is fru itfu l to  discuss the im portan t critica l 
wavenumbers at which transitions occur. To be clear, k0 denotes the wavenumber for the 
molecule incident in  its ground state, and k2 denotes the wavenumber for the molecule 
incident in  its excited state. I f  the to ta l energy E  is less than the energy o f the excited 
bound state e2, then the excited state is unattainable. Likewise, i f  the to ta l energy is less 
than the energy at which the molecule can break up, ebreaks then the molecule is incapable 
o f breaking up. W ith  the dimensionless parameters chosen, for an unbound state to  be 
accessible, i t  must be tha t F  >  ebreak =  1, where the tilde  notation for ebreak. here denotes 
tha t we are expressing the energy o f break-up in  dimensionless parameters. As stated in  
chapter 2, we denote the general unbound energy of the molecule by eq. To be explic it in  
th is  discussion, using equations (16) and (17) we find tha t for the excited bound state to  be 
accessible, the to ta l energy E must be such tha t
W hen the molecule is incident in  its  ground state, th is gives a c ritica l wavenumber of
36
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4m
(121)
(122)
For the unbound states to  be accessible, the to ta l energy must be such tha t
E  >  ebreak- (123)
When the molecule is incident in  the ground state th is gives another c ritica l wavenumber of
/ 4 m
k0 =  y  ^_ 2 (^break 6 0 ) • (124)
In  the dimensionless variables chosen, these c ritica l numbers are
ko =  V V ( / 2 -  /o) =  25.026, (125)
and
k f  =  v V ( l - 0 - / o )  =  25.565. (126)
4 .3  N u m erica l W ork
A  complicated computer program was designed to  solve (75)-(78) for the reflection and 
transmission coefficients and then use those solutions to  calculate the various probabilities of 
transmission and reflection. In  the case where only the excited state is available, equations
(77)-(78) are ignored because they do not apply in  th is energy range. In  th is case the terms 
involving q in  (75) and (76) are also dropped and we recover the exact equations presented in  
Goodvin and Shegelski’s work [6 ] as expected. When the unbound states becomes accessible,
we must use the two sets of differentia l equations, (77) and (78). We must keep in  m ind
tha t even in  the smallest increase in  to ta l energy above ebreak? there are actually an in fin ite  
number of reflection and transmission coefficients. In  doing the numerical work, we select a
large enough number o f “discrete” unbound energies to  calculate the integrals to  the required
accuracy.
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Given an in it ia l k inetic energy, the program calculates the reflection and transmission 
coefficients and then outputs the probabilities o f tunneling. A  second order Runge-Kutta 
method [1 0 ] coupled w ith  a m id-point rule (th in ly  sliced for numerical accuracy) for the 
in tegration was implemented to  solve the coupled differential equations (75)-(78). For the 
Runge-Kutta method used here, the positive and negative in fin ity  lim its  were replaced by 
appropriate fin ite  values. Excellent convergence occured for the Runge-Kutta bounds —10 <  
y <  3 w ith  13,000 slices in  th is interval. For the integrations, 100 bound states (unless 
otherwise noted) are used to  approximate the continuum  in the unbound range and this 
resulted in very smooth curves. These were the numerical parameters used in  all the results 
shown in  th is thesis unless otherwise noted.
I t  is worth noting tha t as a test of the accuracy o f th is program, all the numerical results 
of the work of Goodvin and Shegelski [4] were reproduced exactly w ith  th is  program.
4 .4  N um erica l R esu lts
The results o f the numerical work show tha t, in  general, the probab ility  o f reflection and 
transmission in  an unbound state is small. The effects on altering the probab ility  structure 
w ith  the in troduction of unbound states is not as profound as the effects produced by the 
add ition of an excited state, the la tte r o f which was shown in  the work of Goodvin and 
Shegelski [6 ]. In  the ir work, the in troduction  of the excited state was shown to  in itia te  sharp 
resonances in  the probab ility  o f reflection and transmission. V irtu a lly  the same resonances 
exist in  our work upon the in troduction  of the excited state, even when the unbound states 
become acessible, i.e. the unbound states have very lit t le  effect on the probab ility  structure 
tha t exists in  the ir absence. I t  was also found tha t for equations (75)-(78), dropping the
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terms involving m u ltip lica tion  o f R qi or Tqi, based on the ir small numerical values, provided 
good approximations to  the solutions. W hether the graphs to be shown in  th is chapter were 
generated using the fu ll equations or approximate equations w ill be made clear. Using the 
approximate equations to  generate some of the graphs in  th is chapter proved to  be very 
useful because it  took far less computer tim e and storage to  calculate them. This is because 
there are fewer terms and no in tegration over q' needed in  the approximate equations. The 
approximate equations were used to  extend the graphs to  higher energy in  a reasonable tim e 
frame. Using the term  “apr” to  abbreviate the approximation, the approximate versions of 
equations (75)-(78) are
dy
afig ‘ fa ) ‘ pr =  f ;  uqm(y) +  e ^ R n f y ) ]  , (128)
° y  zi icq m=Q
=  -  f ;  f ;  R mi(y)} , (129)
^  j = 0 rn= 0 J
and
aT' j y )v*  =  ~ < r ik"  E  +  e - ^ ^ y ) }  . (130)
I t  should also be noted tha t the approximate equations give ptotai slightly greater than one. 
This result is expected because the equations for pTb and pRb, in  the approximation, are 
uncoupled to  the terms involving unbound states. They are the exact equations derived in
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Figure 3: The p robab ility  o f reflection for a two-bound-state molecule incident in  the ground 
state. The solid curve pR0 is for no unbound states (i.e. the unbound states are not included 
in  the calculations). The dashed curve p/eo(wu) includes the unbound states. The short 
dashed curve pj»o(wu) is the to ta l p robab ility  o f reflection minus pRu0, i.e. th is is the to ta l 
probabilty o f reflection in  a bound state when unbound states are included. The curves are 
functions o f the wavenumber k0 of the center o f mass (CM ) o f the molecule and all curves 
are generated using the exact equations.
the work of Goodvin and Shegelski [6] and thus add to  one themselves.
We begin investigating a molecule tha t has two bound states (as described previously) 
which is incident in  the ground state. We begin all our graphs at the incident energy where 
molecular break-up is possible since the energy range below tha t where unbound states are 
not available was covered in  the work o f Goodvin and Shegelski [4]. Note tha t from  here on 
we w ill drop the tilde  tha t denotes dimensionless parameters; e.g. kO w ill be replaced by k0 
unless otherwise noted. This is done for convenience.
The probabilities of transmission, pT0, and reflection, p R0, are shown in  Figs. 3 and 4. 
Note tha t these curves are the same curves as presented in  Goodvin and Shegelski’s work,
40
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Figure 4: The probab ility  of transmission for a two-bound-state molecule incident in  the 
ground state. The solid curve pTo is for no unbound states (i.e. the unbound states are not 
included in the calculations). The dashed curve p T o ( w u )  includes the unbound states. The 
short dashed curve p r & o ( w u )  is the to ta l probab ility  of transmission minus pmo, be. th is  is 
the to ta l probabilty  o f transmission in  a bound state when unbound states are included. The 
curves are functions o f the wavenumber k0 of the center o f mass (CM ) of the molecule and 
all curves are generated using the exact equations.
bu t tha t these curves were generated by the numerical program devised for th is thesis. These 
graphs reveal some im portant effects due to  the in troduction of the unbound states. One 
effect is tha t the probab ility  of reflection/transm ission in  an unbound state is small, which 
is evident in  the ir apparent ineffectuality o f the two-channel-only curves, in  other words, the 
three curves in  each figure look very sim ilar. Tha t the probabilities o f reflection/transmission 
in  unbound states are small w ill be shown exp lic itly  soon. Another im portan t effect tha t is 
apparent is tha t the structure of the probab ility  curves are for the most part unaltered by 
the in troduction  o f these unbound states.
Figure 3 shows the effect the inclusion of the unbound states has on the to ta l p robability
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Figure 5: The probab ility  of reflection for a two-bound-state molecule incident in  the excited 
state. The solid curve pR2 is for no unbound states (i.e. the unbound states are not included 
in  the calculations). The dashed curve P r 2( w u )  includes the unbound states. The short 
dashed curve P r 6 2 (wu) is the to ta l probab ility  o f reflection minus pRu2, i.e. th is is the to ta l 
probabilty o f reflection in  a bound state when unbound states are included. The curves are 
functions o f the wavenumber k 2 o f the center of mass (CM ) o f the molecule and a ll curves 
are generated using the exact equations.
of reflection, i.e. there is an increase in  the probab ility  of reflection in  the higher energy range 
w ith  the unbound states being available. The consequence is tha t the to ta l p robab ility  of 
reflection no longer goes to  zero in  the energy range shown. Here the p robab ility  o f reflection 
in  an unbound state “ takes over” as the p robab ility  o f reflection in  a bound state goes to  zero.
Note in Figs. 3 and 4 tha t the sum of the four probabilities Prm, p Ruo- Pt m , and p Tuo 
exceeds 1 slightly. We discuss th is fu lly  in  subsection 4.9 at the end o f th is chapter.
The probabilities for the s ituation in  which the molecule is incident in  the excited state 
are shown in  Figs. 5 and 6. The analysis tha t was used for Figs. 3 and 4 applies to  Figs. 5 
and 6 as well.
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Figure 6: The probab ility  of transmission for a two-bound-state molecule incident in  the 
excited state. The solid curve pT 2 is for no unbound states (i.e. the unbound states are not 
included in the calculations). The dashed curve pT2 (wu) includes the unbound states. The 
short dashed curve Pt&2 (wu) is the to ta l p robab ility  of transmission minus P t U2 , he. th is is 
the to ta l probab ility  o f transmission in  a bound state when unbound states are included. 
The curves are functions o f the wavenumber k2 o f the center o f mass (CM ) o f the molecule 
and all curves are generated using the exact equations.
In  Figs. 7 and 8, we present graphs o f the probab ility  of reflection and transmission of 
the molecule in  an unbound state, respectively, when incident in  the ground state. Figures 9 
and 10 display graphs o f the p robab ility  o f reflection and transmission of the molecule in  an 
unbound state, respectively, when incident in  the excited state. The curves are generated by 
the fu ll equations and the approximate equations. The curves generated by the fu ll equations 
cover a lesser energy range than the approximate curves. This is because the com putation 
tim e needed to  calculate the reflection/transm ission coefficients using the fu ll equations is 
vastly greater than the tim e needed using the approximate equations. I t  should be noted 
th a t the approximate graphs, i.e. the graphs generated using the approximate equations, are 
very sim ilar to  the graphs generated using the fu ll equations.
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Figure 7: The probab ility  of reflection in  an unbound state P r uq for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the ground state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
of the wavenumber ko of the center o f mass (CM ) of the molecule.
As noted earlier, all the probabilities for transmission and reflection in  an unbound state 
are re lative ly small throughout the extensive energy range shown. Generally, there are cor­
relations between the figures for p m  and p ru for each case of incoming state: many o f the 
peaks and troughs coincide, but not all o f course. The greatest peak value in  p robability  
shown in  a ll o f the Figs. 7-10 is about 5 or 6 percent. This is for the probab ility  o f trans­
mission in an unbound state when the molecule is incident in  the excited state in  Fig. 10. By 
comparing Fig. 7 to  Fig. 9 and Fig. 8 to  Fig. 10 we see tha t the probab ility  o f reflection 
and transmission in  an unbound state is more likely, in  general, i f  the molecule is incident in 
the excited state. This is due to  the molecule needing less energy to  break apart i f  incident 
upon the barrier in  the higher energy bound state.
Figure 9 shows a quick increase in  the p robab ility  of reflection followed by a relatively
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Figure 8: The p robab ility  of transmission in  an unbound state p t uo for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the ground state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
o f the wavenumber ko of the center of mass (CM ) of the molecule.
quick drop in  magnitude, whereas Fig. 7 shows a more gradual increase in  p robab ility  of 
transmission followed by the oscillatory behaviour in  the energy range shown. The compar­
ison o f Figs. 8 and 10 shows sim ilar features to  those in  Figs. 7 and 9. We see oscillatory 
behaviour in  Figs.7 and 8, and decreasing, oscillatory behaviour in  Figs. 9 and 10. Exten­
sions to  higher energies o f Figs. 7-10 are given, in  Figs. 16-19 respectively, near the end of 
th is chapter.
4.5  R em oval o f  th e  E x c ited  S ta te
I t  is of interest to  examine the case where the excited state is removed while s till allowing 
access to  the unbound states. In  Figs. 11 and 12, we present graphs of the reflection and 
transmission in  an unbound state for a molecule incident in  the only bound state available -
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Figure 9: The probab ility  o f reflection in  an unbound state p r u2 for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the excited state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
o f the wavenumber k2 of the center of mass (CM ) of the molecule.
the ground state. The same numerical values in  (120) are retained here bu t now we ignore 
the excited state to  transform  the problem to  a one-bound state system.
There are some interesting points to  be made upon analyzing Figs. 11 and 12. For the 
approximate and exact curves in  both  figures, we see tha t the general magnitudes are o f the 
same order as the ir counterparts, pRu0 and pTuo in  Figs. 7 and 8. The curves in  Figs. 11 
and 12 show smoother increases in  probab ility  w ith  less sharply peaked and lesser amounts 
of, or a less dense spread of, maxima and m inima, in  comparison to  the exact curves in  
Figs. 7 and 8. This is due, in  part, to  the missing, complicated influence th a t the excited 
state effectuates in  the p robab ility  structure by creating m ultip le  resonances. A n  interesting 
feature of a ll four graphs is the ir oscillatory nature. In  particular, p r U2 and p Ru2 show a 
strong increasing oscillatory behaviour w ith  increasing energy.
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Figure 10: The p robab ility  o f transmission in  an unbound state px u 2  for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the excited state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
o f the wavenumber k 2  o f the center of mass (CM ) of the molecule.
4.6  In fin itesim al D e lta  B arrier
A  good test o f our program was to  show tha t our results for the case of no unbound states 
agreed w ith  Goodvin and Shegelski’s work [4], In  every case, our program exactly duplicated 
the results in  the ir work. Another test was to  make the delta barrier encountered by the 
CM  very weak and see i f  the expected results were obtained numerically. We changed the 
strength of the delta barrier from  A =  .01 to  A =  .00000001; the results are shown in  Fig. 
13.
We see in  Fig. 13 tha t the p robab ility  o f transmission is purely dominant as one would 
expect i f  the molecule encounters a very weak barrier. The other probabilities, pmo, Pruo, 
and Pmo were found to  be infinitesimal. Thus, the numerical results are in  accord w ith  what 
is expected on physical grounds; the molecule is transm itted w ith  probab ility  equal to  one.
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Figure 11: The p robab ility  of reflection in  an unbound state p Ru0 for a one-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the bound state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
of the wavenumber A:0 of the center of mass (CM ) o f the molecule.
4 .7  Low ering th e  B in d in g  P o ten tia l Barrier
A n  interesting parameter to  change is the height of the barrier in  Fig. 2 as specified in  (102). 
Lowering the barrier o f the region — a <  £ <  a from  Vf to  Vo, to  be level w ith  the outside 
edges of the b inding potentia l (see (102)) reveals an interesting change in  the probabilities 
o f transmission and reflection in  an unbound state. For th is analysis, we study the system in 
which only one-bound state is available. Due to  our altering of our b inding potentia l, certain 
parameters had to  be changed in  order to  make reasonable comparisons o f these results to  
previous figures in  th is text. N  =  1 and g =  12.99 were the parameter changes needed in  
order tha t the ground state energy is unaltered. Another consequence of these parameter 
changes resulted in  a c ritica l molecular break-up energy of k0 ps 22.68. I t  should be noted 
however, tha t direct comparisons w ith  previous figures is s till d ifficu lt because changing g
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Figure 12: The probab ility  of transmission in  an unbound state pmo for a one-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the bound state. The solid curve is generated using the exact equations 
and the dashed curve is generated using the approximate equations. The curves are functions 
o f the wavenumber ko of the center of mass (CM ) of the molecule.
and keeping a fixed, we in  fact change the energy scale. The results are shown in  Figs. 14 
and 15.
We see in  Fig. 14, in  the region where k0 is between about 26 to  about 38, tha t the 
p robab ility  o f reflection in  an unbound state associated w ith  the lower barrier is higher than 
the probab ility  o f reflection in  an unbound state associated w ith  the higher barrier. Beyond 
tha t region, the converse is true. Similarly, Fig. 15 shows a sim ilar relationship, except 
tha t the drop in  p robab ility  associated w ith  the lower barrier for k0 >  38 is not as much 
as in  Fig. 14. The decrease can be understood because in  the case of a higher barrier, the 
molecule is more readily broken up than for a lower barrier, i.e. the higher the barrier between 
the “atomic wells” , the less energy needed to  break the molecule up. Again, complicated 
oscillatory behaviour is shown in  both  figures. This behaviour is inherent in  the probabilities
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Figure 13: The probability  of transmission in  the bound state p r oo for a one-bound-state 
system for an extremely weak potentia l barrier (see tex t). The molecule is incident in  the 
bound state. The curve is a function o f the wavenumber ko o f the center o f mass (CM ) of 
the molecule.
o f reflection and transmission in  unbound states.
4.8  Surpassing th e  P o ten tia l B arrier
We return  to  the two bound state system. The graphs o f Figs. 7-10 all ended abrup tly  at the 
point where the to ta l energy E  =  5, or k0 «  65.3. This is because at th is  po int the molecule 
has a to ta l energy tha t is equal to  the energy of the potentia l barrier o f the b inding potentia l 
in  Fig. 2. For higher energies, the relative m otion wave equations must be adjusted. In  this 
section, the wave number s from  (111) is now given by
o 7Tb , , . .
S2 =  -p (v ,  -  et ). (131)
Figures 16-19 present extensions of Figs. 7-10 to  th is higher energy range.
The curves in  Figs. 16-19 were generated using 125 unbound states, as opposed to  the
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Figure 14: The probab ility  o f reflection in  an unbound state P ru0 for a one-bound-state 
molecule incident in  its bound state. The solid curve is for when the binding potentia l is 
unchanged from Fig. 2. The dotted curve is for when the binding potentia l is lowered (see 
text).
regular 100 unbound states used previously, in  order to  m aintain accuracy in  the higher en­
ergy ranges.
In  Figs. 16 and 17, we see tha t ptuo and pnuo decrease w ith  k0 for kinetic energy greater 
than the binding potentia l barrier. The same result can be seen in  Figs. 18 and 19 for pTu2 
and P rU2 as a function o f k2. This is expected because as the kinetic energy increases, the 
barrier has a reduced effect on the incident state. As —> oo, P ru —> 0, pRb —►
0, and pxu —> 0.
Notice also tha t the peak structures are very sim ilar for Figs. 16 and 18 w ith  p Ru0 gener­
a lly having a s lightly greater p robab ility  magnitude. The same analysis applies to  Figs. 17 
and 19, only tha t here pTu2 is s lightly greater in  probab ility  magnitude.
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Figure 15: The probab ility  o f transmission in  an unbound state pTuo for a one-bound-state 
molecule incident in  its bound state. The solid curve is for when the binding potentia l is 
unchanged from Fig. 2. The dotted curve is for when the binding potentia l is lowered (see 
text).
We also see a continuously “bum py” nature in  the probabilities, sim ilar to  what is seen 
in  Figs. 14 and 15. This interesting feature is a consistent feature o f the probabilities of 
reflection and transmission associated w ith  unbound states. This complicated structure is 
expected due to  the com plexity o f the equations (78)-(81).
In  summary, pRu, pTu show roughly the same trends and magnitudes as a function of 
energy; rising from  zero, increasing and oscillating in  complicated fashion, and eventually 
tending towards zero.
We tu rn  next to  a discussion o f the summation of the probabilities.
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Figure 16: The probab ility  o f reflection in  an unbound state P r uo f ° r  a two-bound state- 
molecule incident in  the ground state. The curve was generated using the approximate 
equations. In  the energy range shown, the to ta l energy range exceeds the potentia l barrier 
of the b inding potentia l. The curve is a function of the wavenumber ko o f the center o f mass 
(CM ) o f the molecule.
4.9  S u m m ation  o f  P ro b a b ilities
From Fig. 20, we see tha t the sum of the probabilities o f reflection and transmission in  a 
bound state, and o f reflection in  an unbound state, is equal to  one, i.e. \p r rn  +  P m o  +  P r uo ]  =  
1, and not \prbo  +  Pirn + P r uo  +  P t uo ]  =  1- This also holds true for the excited state. The 
correction tha t needs to  be made to  resolve th is problem has been elusive. However, i t  is 
reasonable to  assume tha t the equations presented in  chapters two and three are very close 
to  the correct equations since the three probabilities pRb. pTb, and P r u , numerically add 
almost perfectly to  one. Note tha t the deviation from  1 is m u c h  smaller than the three 
ind iv idua l probabilities summed together. In  other words, the results (even though they 
are obviously not to ta lly  correct) give the rough values because the deviation from  1 (when 
a ll four probabilities are summed) is small. I t  should also be noted tha t th is “summation
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Figure 17: The p robab ility  of transmission in  an unbound state pTu0 for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the ground state. The curve was generated using the approximate 
equations. In  the energy range shown, the to ta l energy range exceeds the potentia l barrier 
o f the b inding potentia l. The curve is a function o f the wavenumber k0 of the center o f mass 
(CM ) o f the molecule.
problem” also holds for when there is only one-bound-state, bu t we again have the three 
probabilities adding to  1 to  w ith in  10-6 . The equations and numerical calculations must be 
very close to  being fu lly  correct in  order tha t the sum of these terms is effectively one. I f  
th is work was far from  correct we would not get such a result.
There are other reasons the results in  th is thesis should be taken seriously. When all 
the unbound terms are made to  be zero in  the equations derived in  chapter 3, we reta in the 
equations presented in  the work o f Goodvin and Shegelski [6]. This is a necessary requirement 
for the equations in  th is paper to  have any meaning. W ith  regard to  the numerical work, 
the program w ritten  by the author o f th is thesis reproduced exactly all the results presented 
in  Goodvin and Shegelski’s work.
I t  was also shown tha t for the case o f a very weak delta-barrier, p?b =  1, as was expected.
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Figure 18: The probab ility  of reflection in  an unbound state pRu2 for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the excited state. The curve was generated using the approximate 
equations. In  the energy range shown, the to ta l energy range exceeds the potentia l barrier 
o f the binding potentia l. The curve is a function o f the wavenumber k2 of the center o f mass 
(CM ) o f the molecule.
This gives fu rther credence to  the equations and numerical work presented in  th is thesis.
A ll the equations involving Tqi(y ) most defin ite ly are well behaved, and Tqi(y) does not 
go to  zero in  the lim it o f y —> — oo. So Tqi{y), on mathematical and physical grounds, should 
be a part o f the ind iv idua l probabilities tha t sum to  1.
A ttem pts to  resolve th is issue in  a tim e ly  fashion have not yet solved th is puzzle. A t­
tempts such as offering different b inding potentia ls were tried, the most significant of which is 
discussed in  chapter 5. Another attem pt to  solve th is problem was to  m odify the coefficients 
o f the unbound relative m otion wave functions to  see what changes could help lead us to  the 
answer. One such attem pt was to  normalize the unbound eigenfunctions by way o f imagining 
the molecule to  be in  a very large box. This proved to  be unsuccessful. In  Figs. 21 and
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Figure 19: The probab ility  of transmission in  an unbound state pTu2 for a two-bound-state 
molecule incident in  the excited state. The curve was generated using the approximate 
equations. In  the energy range shown, the to ta l energy range exceeds the potentia l barrier 
o f the b inding potentia l. The curve is a function o f the wavenumber &;2 o f the center of mass 
(CM ) o f the molecule.
22, we present curves of p Rqi — p rqi for the two possible incoming states, in  an a ttem pt to 
see i f  our calculation of pRqi included the probab ility  o f transmission in  an unbound state 
somehow. Since both  curves drop well below zero, th is  was clearly not the case.
O ther attempts to  solve th is problem were considered. For example, we looked at the 
possibility o f using a different B j n  m atrix . The alternate m a trix  used was defined by
^ oo oo
2i k  ^  ^e yVnm(y) 'y ] i p m j { y , y ) B jn ' { y )
71 m = 0 j = 0
=  snn,  (132)
This required a to ta l revamping o f the theoretical equations and resulted in  nonsensical 
answers.
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Figure 20: The dependence of {prbo +  PRbo +  Pr uo — 1] as a function of k 0 for a two-bound 
state molecule incident in  the ground state. The sum [prbo +  pRbo +  Pr uo] is equal to  1 to 
w ith in  10“ 6.
Looking at the equations for the coefficients o f reflection and transmission, one can th ink  
in  terms of a sequence of state labels. For example, in  the equation for R q i, (eqn. 79, page 
24) reading the labels from  righ t to  left, we have, for the four terms on the righ t hand side: 
i  —> m j  q, 
i  —> m  —> q,
i  -»■ 4  -► j  -»■ q, 
i - > q r ^>q.
We could th in k  of these terms as meaning: 
bound —> bound —> bound —>■ unbound, 
bound —> bound —»• unbound, 
bound —► unbound —> bound —> unbound, 
bound —>■ unbound —> unbound.
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Figure 21: The dependence of [p r uo — Ptuo] as a function of ko for a molecule incident in  the 
ground state.
Perhaps it  should be tha t the equations have a more symmetrical nature. Should i t  be 
tha t we require sets o f only four, sets of only three, and not the sets of four and three terms 
as we have now? Is there a more complete set tha t we did not obtain? Could it  be tha t a 
satisfactory treatm ent requires tha t the incoming state be a linear superposition o f bound 
and unbound states? Perhaps th is  treatm ent would indicate what is needed for a fu lly  correct 
treatm ent of th is tunneling problem. This last suggestion would be a d ifficu lt undertaking 
as i t  would involve a m ultitude of possibilities and mathematical equations.
A n  analytical analysis of a weakly bound molecule encountering a barrier is described in 
chapter 5 as not only an interesting study, but also as a hope to  reveal a means o f resolving 
th is  problem.
Efforts to  resolve th is problem are ongoing and are regarded as fu rther work.
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Figure 22: The dependence of [pRu2 — Ptu'i] as a function of k2 for a molecule incident in  the 
excited state.
4 .10  Sum m ary
The binding potentia l and its parameters were chosen as to  allow for three different chan­
nels tha t the molecule could tunnel or reflect into. These channels consisted of a deeply 
bound state, a high energy bound state, and the unbound states. The case for where there 
was only a deep bound state and the unbound states was also studied using two different 
b inding potentials. In  all cases, i t  was found tha t the probability  tha t the molecule w ill 
reflect or transm it in  an unbound state was far less like ly than the probab ility  of reflec­
tion  or transmission in  a bound state. I t  was found tha t \pru  +  Pru +  PRui] — 1 and not 
{pru +  Pru +  PRui +PTui\ — 1- The resolution o f th is problem is regarded as further work 
beyond tha t contained in  th is thesis.
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5 Analytical Study of Molecular Tunneling of a Weakly 
Bound Molecule
In  th is chapter we consider an extremely weakly bound molecule in  order to  see i f  the equa­
tions show tha t the molecule w ill break up upon encountering a potentia l barrier. We present 
a concise summary of derivations and conclusions. This analysis is also undertaken to  see i f  
i t  w ill reveal some new clues as to  the nature of reflection and transmission of a molecule in 
an unbound state, and thus possibly lead to  a resolution o f the “summation problem” .
5.1 A  W eakly B ou n d  M olecu le
For th is analysis, we choose a simpler potentia l, as the essential physics w ill emerge from  it. 
We replace the potentia l we have been using by the simplest possible one, namely a delta
w ith  Aft very small in  order to  have a very weak attractive  well for the molecular bound state. 
For any a rb itra rily  weak binding potentia l, there w ill only be one bound state. Consequently, 
the delta well is suitable for our purposes.
well,
(133)
From equation (80), for a molecule in  which there is only one bound state, labeled w ith
n =  0, we have the following equation for the transmission coefficient T0q:
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We next obtain ana lytica lly solvable equations for the reflection and transmission coefficients 
using the simple potentia l given in  (133). The relative m otion eigenfunctions are very easy 
to  obtain using (133), and we have the new effective potentials obtained using the delta well:
voo(y) =  <
a  A0 e2ay, y <  0,
a  A0 e~2ay, y >  0,
(135)
and
U0q(y)
y /a  A0 eay [eiqy +  be~iqy] , y <  0,
yfa  A0 e~ay [beiqy +  e~iqy] , y >  0,
(136)
where
a  =
b =
m \b
2W ’
q +  ia  
q — ia
(137)
(138)
and
Ao —
16mA
K2 ’
(139)
where A is unchanged from section 4.2. When we insert (135) and (136) in to  (134), we get 
four separate terms for the righ t hand side of equation (134), each o f which shall be examined 
individually. They are
a F 0T00(y)e~2aM, (140)
o tF 0T 00( y ) R o o ( y ) e ~ 2a \y \e~2ik°y , (141)
and the integrands
y /a F 0T00(y)e l{ko+ki ' )yR q'0 (y)eay [e%q'y +  be iq'v] , y <  0, 
^ F 0Tm(y )e - i{ko+k<i')yR q,0 {y)e~ay [beiq'y +  e~iq'y] , y >  0,
(142)
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where
F 0 =
8mA
ikoh2
(143)
We next show tha t the terms (141) and (142) give contributions to  T0o tha t go to  zero as 
Ab —> 0. Integrating (141) w ith  respect to  y from  —oo to  oo gives:
a F 0 [ °  dyT00(y)Roo(y)e[- 2iko+2a]y
J  —OO
poo
+  olF q /  d y T o o R o o (y ) t
Jo 
=  a F 0 (Tq0) (Roo)
[ - 2 i k o - 2 a ] y
1 + 1
— 2 ik o  4“  2 a  2 i k 0 2 a
— o tF o  (T o o ) (R o o )
a
r, (144)
a 2 +  k ^
where (T0o) and (Roo) are average values and w ill be discussed shortly. As A& —> 0, a  0, 
and we get from  (144):
lim
a—>0 (T o o ) (R o
a
=  0. (145)
00/ a 2 +  k 2 _
The transmission and reflection coefficients in  the angular brackets in  the above integrals 
denote the ir average values which have replaced T0o(y) and R0o(y)- This is a reasonable ap­
proach, as Too(y) and Roo(y) are known to  be fin ite  and oscillatory. Therefore it  is reasonable 
to  assume tha t i f  we knew the ir dependences, they would not change the result given in  (145).
Noting tha t b  1 as a  —> 0, i f  we integrate term  (142) w ith  respect to  y  from  — oo to  oo
we get
V ® F 0 / I  d y T o o ( y ) R q'o ( y )  
+  y /o :F o  J Q d y T o o ( y ) R q 'o { y )  
=  y /a F o  (Tqo) (R o o )  x
e [ i ( - ( k o + k q l ) + q ' ) + a \ y  _j_ ^ e [ i ( - ( k 0+ k q, ) - q ' ) + o \ y
j,e[j(-(fc°+V)+<?')_a]2/ -)- eK - (feo+kq,) - i ' ) - ° ‘\y
+  "7i ( - ( k 0+ k qi ) + q ' ) + a  i ( - ( k o + k qi ) - q ' ) + a  i ( - ( k 0 + k qi ) + q ' ) - a  i ( - ( k 0+ k qr ) - q ' ) - a
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— f n F  I T  \ TR \ 2((fr-l)g'+(6+l)g)
^  °  ^ °o) '  00' (-(fco+V)+9')2+«2‘
(146)
Noting tha t b —> 1 as a  —> 0 we see tha t the term  (146) goes to  zero as a  goes to  zero.
Upon in tegration w ith  respect to  y , the terms (141) and (142) go to  zero as a  —>■ 0. We 
can therefore focus on the term  (140). I f  we now consider equation (134) w ith  the right-hand 
side o f the equation only consisting of term  (140) we can investigate what happens to  the 
transmission coefficient when a  goes to  zero. We have
=  a F 0Too(y)e-2aM, (147)
as a  —> 0. We express th is in  the form
=  a F o e - ^ d y .  (148)
Too{y)
By in tegrating bo th  sides o f (148) from  — Y  to  Y , i t  is easy to  get the following result:
Too(y =  - Y ) =  Too(y =  U )exp [ - F 0( l  -  e -2aY)] . (149)
I f  we take the lim it Y  —> oo o f (149) we get
lim  T oo (-Y ) =  Too (150)
Y  —►oo
=  fim  Too(F) exp [ - F 0( l  -  e " 2^ ) ]  (151)
=  0 x exp [ - F 0] (152)
=  0, (153)
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which shows tha t T00 —> 0 as a  —> 0.
Our focus here was for the transmission coefficient Too only, but a sim ilar treatm ent for 
the reflection coefficient i?0o shows tha t Roo —> 0 as a  —> 0 as well.
We have shown for a one-bound state molecule incident upon a potentia l barrier tha t 
is capable of breaking up, tha t the probabilities of reflection and transmission in  a bound 
state go to zero i f  the molecule is a rb itra rily  weakly bound. We did th is using the equations 
derived in  chapter 3. This result was as one m ight expect.
I t  was found tha t a sim ilar treatm ent o f the reflection and transmission coefficients in 
unbound states showed tha t they d id not go to  zero as a  —► 0, which is what we would expect 
from  the condition given by equation (101). The exact values o f R u0 and Tu0 in  the lim it 
a  —» 0 were not obtained. This was because the equations for Ruo(y) and Tu0 (y) are too 
complicated to  yie ld simple analytical solutions. These equations are d ifficu lt to  deal w ith  
because of the effective potentia l wqq>(y) tha t appears in  equations (80)-(81). This oscillatory 
term  does not go to  zero in  the lim it o f \y\ —» oo which does not allow us to  give a sim ilar 
treatm ent to  these coefficients as was given to  R 00 and T00.
The problem regarding the add ition o f the probabilities was not unraveled in  the endeavors 
o f th is chapter. In  the lim it a  —> 0, equations (78)-(81) d id give results tha t were expected, 
i.e. tha t T0o and i?oo go to  zero w ith  R q0 and Tq0 being non-zero.
5.2 Sum m ary
We studied analytically, a weakly-bound molecule encountering a single delta barrier. Using 
the equations derived in  chapter 3, i t  was shown tha t the molecule w ill, in  the lim it of 
a rb itra rily  weak binding, break up upon encountering the barrier.
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6 Summary and Conclusion
We investigated the tunneling o f a molecule through a potentia l barrier, where the molecule 
had the capability to  make transitions between bound and unbound states. Using an ex­
tended version o f the method of variable reflection and transmission am plitude [7], we ob­
tained expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients. We obtained a complete 
and thorough derivation of the equations for the probabilities of transmission and reflection. 
A  complicated computer program was used to  solve for the coefficients of reflection and 
transmission and output the probabilities of tunneling. For the numerical work, two bound 
states were used, a deeply bound state and a higher energy bound state. The unbound states 
were treated as a pseudo-continuum, where they were th in ly  sliced w ith  respect to  energy 
to  best represent the ir continuous nature. We used a binding potentia l tha t captured the 
im portant physical features o f a diatom ic molecule and used parameters tha t allowed for the 
existence o f the two bound states desired. We calculated the probabilities associated w ith  
the reflection and transmission o f the molecule in  bound states and unbound states. We 
found tha t the probabilities o f reflection and transmission in unbound states (p r u and p m  
respectively) were small relative to  the reflection and transmission o f a molecule in  bound 
states (pm, and pxb respectively). The general p robab ility  scheme of reflection and transmi- 
sion in  bound states was affected only s lightly by the in troduction o f the unbound states.
The nature of the probabilities o f transmission and reflection in  unbound states gave 
a complicated description which was reflected in  the complexity of the equations tha t de- 
cribed them. Their structures were oscillatory in  nature. As a function o f kinetic energy, 
these probabilities increased and then eventually decreased w ith  greater energy, a ll the while
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oscillating and exh ib iting complex behaviour. No true transmission resonances were found 
re lating to  the probabilities involving unbound states, and these probabilities were generally 
small in  magnitude. The greatest probab ility  magnitude was from  p Tu2 (the probab ility  of 
transmission in  an unbound state when the molecule is incident in  the excited state), peaking 
at about 5.2 percent. In  summary, p Ru (the to ta l p robability  of reflection in  an unbound 
state) and p r a (the to ta l probab ility  of transmission in  an unbound state) show roughly the 
same trends and magnitudes as a function of energy; rising from zero, oscillating in  a complex 
manner, and eventually tending towards zero.
The case where only one bound state was accessible was also studied using two different 
binding potentials. In  each case, i t  was found tha t the probabilities of reflection and trans­
mission were small, and had a complicated oscillatory structure.
We also found, in  a purely analytical study, tha t an a rb itra rily  weakly bound molecule 
w ill break up upon encountering a potentia l barrier. This was as expected, and th is result 
was found using the equations developed in  chapter 3. This result gave further credence 
to  the theoretical work presented in  th is thesis. We were able to  show tha t prb —> 0, and 
Pm —> 0 as the strength o f the b inding delta well goes to  zero. However, attempts to  derive 
explic it results, using analytical methods, for pTu and pRu proved to  be somewhat involved. 
A  numerical solution appears to  be unlikely, because a weak binding energy gives a bound 
state tha t is very spread out in  x. So any numerical solution would need to  start at a very 
large and positive value o f y, and go to  a very large and negative value of y in  order to  get 
pTu and pRu.
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Further analysis beyond th is work should include a solution to  the “summation prob­
lem” , where the p robab ility  o f transmission in  an unbound state (pru) is not included in  the 
summation of probabilities, i.e. the sum of all the probabilites o f tunneling and reflection is 
equal to  1 +  pm- The solution to  th is is believed to  be a subtle yet simple adjustment to  
the theoretical and or numerical work. Specific possibilities for the solution o f th is issue are 
discussed in  detail in  the body o f th is thesis. However, even w ith  th is problem, the results of 
th is thesis should be taken very seriously. The sum of all the probabilities bu t pm  is equal 
to  1 to  w ith in  10-6 . I f  the theoretical work were far from correct, th is result would not be 
so.
There are several other reasons tha t the results presented in  th is thesis should be taken 
seriously. When all the unbound terms are made to  be zero in  the equations derived in  chap­
ter 3, we reta in the equations presented in  the work o f Goodvin and Shegelski [6]. This was a 
necessary requirement for the equations in  th is paper to  have any meaning. I t  was also shown 
in  th is work tha t for the case o f a very weak delta-barrier, pxb =  1, as was expected. This 
gave further credence to  the equations and numerical work presented in  th is thesis. Also, as 
noted earlier in  th is summary, the case for when a molecule is a rb itra rily  weakly bound was 
studied. We showed tha t the molecule w ill break up upon encountering a barrier using the 
equations derived in  th is thesis. This was as expected. W ith  regard to  the numerical work, 
the program w ritten  by the author of th is thesis reproduced exactly all the results presented 
in  Goodvin and Shegelski’s work.
An  interesting advancement to  be made on th is work would be to  allow the incoming state
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of the molecule to  be a combination of bound and unbound states. The form ulation of the 
most general case for tunneling of a molecule may shed ligh t on the “summation problem” . 
This is where the molecule has an incoming state tha t is a linear superposition of bo th  bound 
states and unbound states. This would make the problem very d ifficu lt as there would be a 
m ultitude o f equations needed to  describe m ultip le  possibilities o f tunneling. In  the context 
o f th is generalized form ulation, the case o f the incoming state being a bound state and the 
outgoing states including unbound states may well indicate what is needed for a fu lly  correct 
form ulation of the problem studied in  the thesis.
O ther advancements on th is work include the extension in to three dimensions. I t  is like ly 
tha t th is study would reveal sim ilar results for the bound states as was shown in  Goodvin and 
Shegelski’s three-dimensional work. Specifically, w ith  regard to  the bound states only, fewer 
transmission resonances would appear in  general for the molecule incident upon a potentia l 
barrier in  three dimensions as compared to  one dimension. A n  effect tha t is sim ilar to  the 
Ramsauer-Townsend effect for the case o f the molecule incident in  the ground state upon 
a potentia l barrier would most like ly also occur as i t  d id in  Goodvin and Shegelski’s work. 
The probability  of reflection and transmission in  unbound states would most like ly s till be 
small in  three dimensions.
There is s t ill much to  be done on the study of molecular tunneling. A ll in  all, the quantum 
tunneling of a molecule remains a fru itfu l and complex study, and should remain as such for 
many years.
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8 Appendix
The coefficients in  (101) are:
  I PnQn^n
 ^ PnQnSlPi +  Ctl +  0.2 ’
Be — 8 iA e, Ce — 82 Ae. De — 83 Ae.
where
«1 =  PnSn [(^2 +  f t )& {  ~  (ft “  ft)/?|,
83
a 2 =  2pnsnqA8 i 82  +  qnsne 2pnb,
81  =  — \Pn  sin(qnb) +  qn cos(gn6)] e~Pnb:
qn
8 2  =  — \Pn  cos(qnb) -  qn sin(g„6)] e~Pnb,
qn
=  P n  sin [qn(b -  a)] +  qn cos [qn(b -  a)] b 
qn cosh(sna)
f t  =  sinh(sna) cosh(s„a) +  sna, 
f t  =  sin(g„fe) cos(qnb) -  s in(qna) cos{qna), 
f t  =  qn( b - a ) ,
and
f t  =  COS(qnb) 2 -  cos(qna f
The coefficients in  (106) are:
r i  =  r a/ t 0, t i  =  t a/ t 0, C0 =  l / t 0,
1
r 0 =  - t a \ - i e- iHP+q) +  1
on+i—H
1
eib{q-p) ^
2 p. 2 L P
1 \  +  ± eiHP~q) +  1 i - q- eib(p+q) ^2 p. 2
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